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ABSTRACT: In 1953, an accidental discovery by Melvin Calvin and co-workers provided
the ﬁrst example of a solid (the α-polymorph of choline chloride) showing hypersensitivity
to ionizing radiation: under certain conditions, the radiolytic yield of decomposition
approached 5 × 104 per 100 eV (which is 4 orders of magnitude greater than usual values),
suggesting an uncommonly eﬃcient radiation-induced chain reaction. Twenty years later,
the still-accepted mechanism for this rare condition was suggested by Martyn Symons, but
no validation for this mechanism has been supplied. Meanwhile, ionic liquids and deep
eutectic mixtures that are based on choline, betainium, and other derivitized natural amino
compounds are presently ﬁnding an increasing number of applications as diluents in
nuclear separations, where the constituent ions are exposed to ionizing radiation that is
emitted by decaying radionuclides. Thus, the systems that are compositionally similar to
radiation hypersensitive solids are being considered for use in high radiation ﬁelds, where
this property is particularly undesirable! In Part 5 of this series on organic cations, we
revisit the phenomenon of radiation hypersensitivity and explore mechanistic aspects of radiation-induced reactions involving this
class of task-speciﬁc, biocompatible, functionalized cations, both in ionic liquids and in reference crystalline compounds. We
demonstrate that Symons’ mechanism needs certain revisions and rethinking, and suggest its modiﬁcation. Our reconsideration
suggests that there cannot be conditions leading to hypersensitivity in ionic liquids.

1. INTRODUCTION
Room-temperature ionic liquids (ILs) exhibit many desirable
properties as diluents for liquid−liquid extractions of f-block
elements in nuclear separations, including their low volatility,
variable polarity, and high electric conductivity, and ﬁre
retardant properties.1−4 During such separations, the extraction
solvent is exposed to ionizing radiation that is generated by
decaying radionuclide ions, and the long-term radiation stability
of such IL diluents is a pressing concern in the development of
robust IL-based extraction systems for advanced nuclear cycles.
In a series of publications from our two laboratories5−8 we
aimed to learn how structural variations in organic cations aﬀect
the radiation stability of ILs. In Part 5 of this series, we focus on
functional modiﬁcations for the simplest of organic cations:
tetraalkylammonium (Scheme 1) ions. As a rule, extracting
agents and ionophores that contain ligands for metal ion
extraction are introduced into diluents as solutes; however, the
same ion-binding functionalities can be incorporated directly
into the constituent ions. Such liquids are called task-speciﬁc
ionic liquids (TSILs).9−17 This synthetic strategy poses a
question: which approach is preferable from the standpoint of
radiation protection of the diluent and the extracting agent? We
aim to begin answering this question.
© 2014 American Chemical Society

Here we consider TSILs that are based on biologically
compatible N,N,N-trialkylsubstituted amino alcohols and acids
(such as choline and protonated betaine and carnitine shown
Scheme 1) that have already found numerous applications.12,15−23 Choline and betainium bistriﬂimides (Scheme
1) are poorly miscible with water at room temperature, but
become fully miscible at a higher temperature, while remaining
immiscible with nonpolar organic solvents over the entire
temperature range.19−23 Binnemans and co-workers21,22 and
Goﬀ and co-workers16,17 demonstrated how these unique
properties can be used to sequester d- and f-elements, including
lanthanide ions and uranyl ions. Shkrob et al.23 demonstrated
that such ILs can be used for group separations of trivalent
lanthanide and actinide ions. Betainium (Hbet+, Scheme 1) is a
relatively strong acid (pKa 1.84), and betainium bistriﬂimide
(Hbet NTf2) can dissolve metal oxides.12,14−16 Deep eutectic
solvents based on choline chloride have found many uses in
polymer and synthetic organic chemistry24 and electrochemistry.25,26 In particular, choline chloride−urea eutectics
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Scheme 1. Structural Formulas for Bistriﬂimide (NTf2−),
Choline (Chol+), and Zwitterionic and Protonated States of
Betaine (bet) and Carnitine (car)

scale of these competing radical reactions. While this is a
plausible and intellectually appealing rationale for the radiation
hypersensitivity in α-Chol Cl, the validity of this proposition
has never been demonstrated experimentally. If this proposition
is correct, reactions 1 and 2 should pose an equally grave
concern for the radiation stability of TSILs based on choline
and similar functionalized cations, and these solvents would
become unsuitable as diluents for nuclear separations.
Interestingly, degradation of choline in some bacteria44 also
involves a radical H abstraction reaction similar to reaction 2
that involves a glycyl radical.45,46
Symons went further and suggested that the parent cation
also undergoes radiolytic reduction (a dissociative electron
attachment, DEA) that causes deamination, viz.
Me3N+CH 2CH 2OH + e− → Me3N+ •CH 2CH 2OH

The released β-hydroxyethyl radical abstracts H from the
parent cation thereby yielding yet another seeding
Me3N+CH2C•HOH radical cation that initiates reactions 1
and 2 within the same spur. This implies (though Symons did
not posit this explicitly) that both oxidation and reduction of
choline cations can start chain reactions propagating in diﬀerent
directions across the crystal.
The exceptional rarity of radiation hypersensitivity ensured
little followup after the early 1970s; meanwhile the TSILs that
are moving to center stage in present separation studies are
alarmingly close structurally to ionic solids having this property.
This consideration prompted us to revisit and further explore
the radiation chemistry of such compounds.
To save space, many of the supporting tables, ﬁgures, details
of synthetic and analytical protocols, and a list of abbreviations
have been placed in the Supporting Information (SI).

can also dissolve metal oxides, and the metal ions from these
solutions can be reclaimed by electrodeposition.27 Biocompatibility of choline-based ILs presents considerable interest for
pharmaceutical applications.28 We are conﬁdent that many
other uses will be found for these new solvents; the question
that we pose, however, is how does the functional derivatization
of organic cations aﬀect the TSILs that are based on these
cations.
In the early 1950s, the great Melvin Calvin and his coworkers at the University of California at Berkeley developed
their famous method for tracing biological metabolites using
radioactive 14C labeling. Most of these compounds were stable
in their pure form, but one of themthe α-polymorph of
crystalline choline chloride, α-Chol Cl (Scheme 1), decomposed rapidly after it crystallized from the solution,29 with G
values of cation loss approaching 5 × 104 species per 100 eV (vs
the typical 1−5 species per 100 eV for organic compounds).
This behavior was later named radiation hypersensitivity. Calvin
challenged his colleagues to explain these surprising observations.29−39 The task proved to be unexpectedly diﬃcult.
Twenty years later, using his new evidence from electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, Symons40
suggested the currently accepted answer to Calvin’s challenge.36,37 The crucial insight is that radiolytic oxidation of
choline can yield an unstable Me3N+CH2C•HOH radical that
fragments along the C−N bond and releases vinyl alcohol, the
enol form of acetaldehyde (see reaction Scheme 1S in the
Supporting Information).
Me3N+CH 2C•HOH → Me3N+• + CH 2CHOH

2. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
2.1. Symons’ Rationale Challenged. Despite the
conceptual simplicity of Symons’ rationale for radiation
hypersensitivity, other studies suggested a conﬂuence of many
factors at work (see Tables 1S and 2S in the Supporting
Information).
In Chol Cl, radiation hypersensitivity was observed only in a
narrow temperature range and only in the α-polymorph.30−33,41,47 The hypersensitivity disappears somewhat
below the α-to-β phase transition temperature,39 when the
reorientation (mainly, ﬂip-ﬂop)48 motion of choline cations in
the lattice becomes less arrested, as suggested by solid state
NMR relaxometry.48−50 The high-temperature β-polymorph is
disordered, and there has been a long-standing conjecture that
stereoselective eﬀects play a signiﬁcant role in its hypersensitivity.32,39,41 While choline chloride and bromide exhibited
high G values for cation decomposition, other salts (choline
iodide, nitrate, acetate, and sulfate) yielded much lower
decomposition yields (SI Table 1S). Even for Chol Cl, the
cation decomposition was orders of magnitude less eﬃcient in
aqueous and alcohol solution (SI Table 2S), even at saturation,
than in the crystal, suggesting that the postulated chain reaction
did not propagate in solution. Doping of the crystal by electron
scavengers and KI crystals inhibited radiolysis.35 It was also
much less eﬃcient in large monocrystals relatively free of
electron-trapping defects.35 In low-temperature polycrystalline
samples, the decomposition eﬃciency increased when the
sample was exposed to infrared radiation, which suggests the

(1)

This enol isomerizes to acetaldehyde, while the radical cation
of trimethylamine abstracts H from a nearby choline cation in
the α-polymorph of the crystal41−43
Me3N+• + Me3N+CH 2CH 2OH
→ Me3NH+ + Me3N+CH 2C•HOH

(3)

(2)

initiating a self-propagating chain reaction through this crystal.
In the absence of cross recombination, disproportionation, and
chain terminating side reactions, reactions 1 and 2 would
rationalize a high yield of cation decomposition per ionization
event, so one way to account for radiation hypersensitivity is to
assume that reactions 1 and 2 occur very rapidly on the time
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involvement of trapped electrons.35,38 The same is also
suggested by radiothermoluminescence of these samples.38
Relatively high decomposition yields were also observed for
Me3N+CH2CO2H Cl and Me3N+(CH2)3OH Cl crystals (SI
Table 1S), whereas the radicals derived from the corresponding
ions do not appear to have fragmentation reactions analogous
to reaction 1. Furthermore, shortly after Symons suggested his
chain reaction mechanism,40 it was found that the presumably
unstable Me3N+CH2C•HOH radical cation36,37,51 (like many
other similar species)52,53 can be prepared and observed in
aqueous solutions through the reaction of hydroxyl radicals
with corresponding aminoethanols; there was no indication
that these radicals decayed via very rapid reaction 1 except
perhaps in strongly acidic solutions (pH < 1);36 see section 2.3
for further discussion.
Symons assumed that oxidation of choline to
Me3N+CH2C•HOH radical cation in Chol Cl was carried by
radiolytically generated Cl• atoms that abstract H more rapidly
than they form Cl2−• radical anions (which were observed in
EPR spectra).54 This H abstraction reaction seems unlikely for
Br• atoms in Chol Br (as the H−Br bond is much weaker than
the H−Cl bond) and it is positively impossible for I• atoms
(the latter may rationalize the much improved radiation
stability of Chol I).55,56 Judging from the much lower G values
for choline decomposition, radiolytic generation of
Me3N+CH2C•HOH (assuming Symons’ mechanism) was
suppressed in nitrate and sulfate crystals that are known to
yield highly oxidizing radicals; furthermore, this oxidation
deﬁnitely occurred in aqueous solutions, where these G values
were also low. A possible rationale would be rapid
deprotonation of Me3N+• cation to give the Me2N•CH2 radical,
but even this secondary radical can abstract H from choline
cation, sustaining the chain reaction.
All of these observations taken together cast doubt that
Symons’ rationale for radiation hypersensitivity is entirely
correct. At face value it appears that reaction 1 can occur only
in certain solid matrices under very special conditions, for
uncertain reasons.
2.2. A Sketch of Radiation Chemistry. Before progressing further, we brieﬂy examine the general pattern of radiation
damage reactions in organic ionic compounds.57 SI Tables 3S
to 8S summarize computational data on energetics and
magnetic parameters of the species involved (see section 3
for methods).
Interaction of ionizing radiation with matter generates highly
excited states that dissociate through fragmentation or undergo
autoionization. The released electrons have signiﬁcant excess
energy before they thermalize and localize in the matrix, and
dissociative electron attachment (DEA) reactions like reaction
3 are possible. No DEA-induced deamination has been
observed in radiolysis of tetraalkylammonium cation-based
ILs,58 whereas the loss of the aliphatic arms that is concerted
with the H transfer does occur in the electronically excited
cations.57 The analogous reaction for choline would be

that yields the same radical products as reactions 1 and 3. Due
to the possible occurrence of such reactions, observation of the
corresponding species does not necessarily implicate reactions
1 to 3.
“Ionization” of the organic cation (C+) generally causes rapid
deprotonation and the formation of an H-loss radical.
{C+}*A− → e−• + C( −H)+• + H δ +Aδ −

The same C(−H) species can be formed when oxidized
anion (A−) abstracts H from the same cation
C+{A−} *→ e−• + C+ + A•

(7)

C+ + A• → C( −H)+• + H δ +Aδ −

(8)

For carboxylated cations (such as betainium and carnitinium), oxidation can also release CO2 via a Kolbe reaction, e.g.,
{Me3N+CH 2CO2−}*A− → e−• + Me3N+•CH 2A− + CO2
(9a)

{Me3N+CH 2CO2 H}*A−
→ e−• + Me3N+•CH 2 + CO2 + H δ +Aδ −

(9b)

•

The CH2CO2H radical would be expected to originate
through a fragmentation reaction analogous to reaction 5 or
from a DEA reaction analogous to reaction 3 that involves the
electrons released in reactions 6, 7, and 9b
Me3N+CH 2CO2 H + e−• → Me3N + •CH 2CO2 H

(10)

The occurrence of reaction 10 is not a given, as carboxylic
acids (like many other acids in radiolysis) can also react
through the release of H atoms, viz.
Me3N+CH 2CO2 H + e−• → Me3N+CH 2CO2− + H•
(11)

The mobile H• atom abstracts H from the parent cation
yielding the same C(−H)+• cations that are generated in the
“ionization” of these parent cations (reactions 7 and 8), leaving
no distinct signature of the involvement. In the gas phase,
reaction 10 is ∼2.3 eV more exergonic than reaction 11, and it
seems unlikely that the stabilization in the matrix can oﬀset this
energy diﬀerence. Formation of •CH2CO2H in radiolysis of
sarcosine chloride and glycine chloride has been observed54,59−63 and it is known to occur in their aqueous
solutions too.64−66 Analogous deamination reactions occur in
radiolysis of other α-amino acids, but not β-amino acids.61
It is likely that deamination can also occur in betainium
compounds. In irradiation of glycine chloride at 4 K, it is
possible to observe unstable H3N+CH2•CO2H− radical or
perhaps the H3N+CH2•CO22− + H+67 intermediate of reaction
11 before the deamination sets in; the latter reaction is
complete at 110 K.54 The same two species were observed in
radiolysis of glycine62 where they coexist with the products of
decarboxylation (reactions 9a and 9b) and deprotonation
(reaction 6).53,61,62,68 The metastable intermediate of reaction
11 can be sometimes stabilized by the matrix, decaying only at
150−180 K.
The situation is more complex for choline-based ILs, where
DEA reaction 3 can be expected to compete with electron
solvation in these ILs. In liquid69 and vitreous aliphatic
alcohols70−74 and polyols,73,75−79 electrons self-trap in solvent
voids via the formation of the so-called “solvated/trapped
electron” in which several hydroxyl dipoles acting in concert

{Me3N+CH 2CH 2OH}**
→ Me3NH+ + CH 2CHOH or MeCHO

(6)

+•

(4)

This reaction yields the same stable products as reactions 1
and 2. Also possible is homolytic C−N bond scission reaction 5
{Me3N+CH 2CH 2OH}** → Me3N•++ •CH 2CH 2OH
(5)
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aqueous solution, the HO• radical selectively oxidizes (alkyl- or
H- substituted) R 1 R 2 R 3 N + CH 2 CH 2 OH cations to
R1R2R3N+CH2•CHOH radical cation.36,51−53,95 This carbon-2
centered radical species (Scheme 1) is stable in solution; only
for Et3N+CH2CH2OH were some secondary Et3N+• radicals
observed in the reaction mixture. Foster and West36 suggested
that reaction 1 in choline containing crystals proceeds via the
formation of Me3N and a CH2CHOH+• intermediate that
forms only in such crystals, but this seems very unlikely
energetically.
The preferential formation of a H-loss radical at the carbon-2
atom36 follows the general pattern for aminated compounds;52,53 it is attributed to the kinetic control of H atom
abstraction. In the gas phase (SI Table 3S), we estimate that the
X−H bonds have energies of 4.19, 4.73, 4.92, and 4.93 eV for
C2−H, C1−H, CN−H, and O−H bonds, respectively, so H−C2
abstraction is greatly preferred energetically. The C1−N bond
dissociative H abstraction from carbon-2 corresponds to 4.99
eV for the enol form and 4.45 eV for the keto form elimination
of the acetaldehyde (SI Table 3S). In the lowest energy
conformer of gas-phase Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical, the O−
C2−C1−N dihedral angle is 83.4°, which is very close to the
analogous angle for the parent cation in α-Chol Cl.42,43 This
dihedral angle is ∼0° in the radiation-stable β-polymorph of
Chol Cl that is observed at temperatures above 78 °C.41
Our DFT calculations (Figures 1 and 2a) indicate a rotation
barrier of 0.32 eV for O−C2−C1−N rotation where the crests

stabilize the s-electron that ﬁlls the void. Similar excess electron
species are also formed in void-like defects in certain polyol
crystals80 and ice.81 This possibility has already been discussed
by Lemmon and co-workers35,38 who obtained indirect
evidence for the involvement of electron trapping in radiolysis.
More recently, trapped and solvated electrons have been
observed in ILs that consist of aliphatic cations (such as cyclic
and acyclic tetraalkylammonium cations).82−87 Electrons in
such media can be stabilized via electrostatic interactions with
the positive charges in heteroatoms of the cations (like Fcenters in alkali halide crystals) or through interaction with the
induced C−H dipoles in their aliphatic arms (as occurs in
electrons trapped in alkanes).88,89 It is well-known that both
ground and photoexcited90 trapped/solvated electrons (esolv−•)
in solid and liquid alcohols (ROH) eventually undergo a proton
transfer reaction yielding the H• atom and the RO− anion. This
reaction is known to occur both in alcohols (see Table 7.6 in ref
91) and in polyol single crystals.92−94
An analogous reaction involving choline cation would be
Me3N+CH 2CH 2OH + esolv −•
→ Me3N+CH 2CH 2O− + H•

Unlike betaine (that has stable zwitterion form), the
zwitterion of choline is unstable (in the gas phase this reaction
is endergonic by 1.9 eV; see SI Table 5S)
Me3N+CH 2CH 2O− → Me3N + CH 2CHOH

and the overall DEA reaction would be
Me3N+CH 2CH 2OH + esolv −•
→ Me3N + CH 2CHOH + H•

(12)

The released H atom can add to the enol double bond,
yielding •CH2CH2OH radical (in this case, the overall reaction
is indeed reaction 3), but it can also abstract H from the parent
cation, yielding the chain-sustaining Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical
cation (reaction 1). Reaction 12 can leave no discernible EPR
signature, as the H• atom is converted to the same radicals that
are generated via oxidation of the parent cation. In this way,
radiolytic reduction can increase the decomposition of cations
via reactions 1 and 2 in a manner envisioned by Symons,
however, without the concomitant reaction 3 occurring.
Turning to oxidation, for betaine/betainium we suggested
the formation of the internal radical and also several terminal
(•CH2R) radicals (see above). The latter radicals are reactive,
and they would readily abstract H from the parent cation,
generating the internal radical

Figure 1. (a) Simulated ﬁrst-derivative EPR spectra using hfcc’s
tensors calculated for gas phase (i−iii) • CH 2 CH2 OH, (iv)
Me3N+•CHCH2OH, and (vi) Me3N+CH2•CHOH radicals (assuming
spherical g-tensors). The latter radical is in the lowest-energy
conformation with the O−C2−C1−N angle of 84°. Traces (i) and
(ii) correspond to Hα−C−C−O dihedral angle of 100° and 30°,
respectively. Traces (iii) and (iv) correspond to an ensemble of
radicals with random dihedral angles. Trace (v) shows the
experimentally observed spectrum.

Me3N+CH 2CO2 H + •CH 2R
→ Me3N+•CHCO2 H + CH3R

(13)

Analogous secondary reactions can be expected for choline
and carnitinium. Such reactions are well-known from the
radiation chemistry of natural α-amino acids.59,61,68 One can
expect that only this internal radical can persist when other
radicals become mobile and undergo reaction 13 (in analogy to
the corresponding radical for glycine),61 as this radical cannot
readily disproportionate or recombine with other species than
H• and •CH2CO2H.
2.3. Identity of the “Persistent Radical” in α-Chol Cl
Challenged. For choline, the one-electron oxidation can
potentially involve all of the C−H bonds in this cation. In

correspond to the in-plane conformations, at which dissociation
to Me3N+• + MeCHO, but not to Me3N+• + CH2CHOH,
becomes energetically feasible (Figure 2a). Additional energy is
available through polarization eﬀects, as the Me3N+• cation is
smaller than the Me3N+CH2•CHOH cation. It seems unlikely,
however, that despite this additional driving force, reaction 1
can occur as written in many polar media; it may involve
isomerization of the enol to keto form in concert with C1−N
10480
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persistent radical (trace (v). It is seen that neither of these EPR
spectra resembles the experimental EPR spectrum. Our
conclusion is consistent with an EPR study on irradiated
H2NCO2CH2CH2N+Me3 Cl monocrystals96 that failed to
observe −CH2•CH2 terminated radicals in this closely related
system.
Two other possible candidates for this radical are
Me3N+CH2•CHOH and Me3N+•CHCH2OH radical cations.
For the latter, the preferred conformer has an O−C1−C2−N
angle of 30° (SI Figure 4S), which yields a triplet (SI Figure
5S). As the rotation barrier is only 0.2 eV, it is possible that
other conformers could be present in the matrix, and in EPR
simulations shown in SI Figure 5S, we “freed” the rotation as a
function of temperature, as more energy becomes available. It is
seen from comparisons made in Figure 1 that this simulated
EPR spectrum is also unlike the experimental one.
By exclusion, this leaves the Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical
cation. Figure 2a indicates that the preferred conformer has
∼90° dihedral angle, at which the calculated hfcc’s are very
close to those reported in aqueous solutions (Figure 2b and SI
Tables 4S and 5S). As the potential well is deep for this radical
(Figure 2a), this conformer is a good representative for the
entire ensemble of conformers (SI Figure 6S). The hfcc tensors
for magnetic nuclei in this conformer are given in SI Table 6S.
Simulated EPR spectra closely reproduce the experimental ones
(compare the 300 K trace in SI Figure 6S with SI Figure 1S and
the spectrum for the 90° conformer vs the experimental
spectrum in Figure 1). In SI Figure 7S, we simulated EPR
spectra for this conformer using the same four isotope
conﬁgurations shown in SI Figure 1S. The trends observed
upon H/D substitution are identical in both sets of the EPR
spectra.
We conclude that the “persistent radical” observed in α-Chol Cl
is the Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical in its lowest energy conformation.
This radical is stable in the crystalline matrix, which calls into
question the premise of the presently accepted scenario of
radiation hypersensitivity.

Figure 2. Energetics and isotropic hyperﬁne coupling constants
computed for gas phase Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical cation (B3LYP/631+G(d,p) method) as a function of the O−C2−C1−N dihedral angle
(all other degrees of freedom optimized). In panel (a), ﬁlled circles
and open triangles indicate conformation energy for the radical cation
and parent cation, respectively (to the left), and open squares indicate
the N−C1 bond length (to the right). The dashed lines indicate energy
of dissociation to Me3N+• radical cation and acetaldehyde. Panel (b)
shows the angular dependencies for 14N, 1HOH, and 1Hα,β nuclei in this
radical. The solid lines are sine dependencies. The computed hfcc’s at
the bottom of the potential well correspond to the ones obtained in
solution for this radical cation.

bond dissociation, as otherwise the reaction becomes too
endergonic.

3. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Synthetic procedures and spectroscopic data for bistriﬂimides
of the cations shown in Scheme 1 are given in section 1S of ref
23. Diﬀerential scanning calorimetry data (SI Figure 8S) were
obtained using a TA Instruments Q100 DSC with LNCS
cooling system and a scan rate of 5 °C/min. A previous report
placed the melting point of Chol NTf2 at 27 °C,97 however,
scans on two separate samples prepared in our laboratory from
the metathesis of Chol Cl and Li NTf2 following the procedures
in that paper showed a melting point of 38 °C and sharp solid−
solid phase transitions at 1 and 26 °C (all temperatures onset).
It was found that Chol NTf2 could persist at room temperature
as a supercooled liquid for some time if not mechanically
disturbed. The glass transition temperature for vitreous ﬂashfrozen Chol NTf2 is 190 K.
The experimental and computational approaches used in the
present study were similar to these used in Parts 1 and 2 of this
series.5,6 For EPR spectroscopy, the IL samples were heated to
60 °C and then frozen by rapid immersion in liquid nitrogen;
the chlorides were irradiated as powdered polycrystalline solids.
These samples were irradiated to 3 kGy at 77 K (or 300 K,
where speciﬁed). The radicals were observed using a 9.44 GHz
Bruker ESP300E spectrometer, with the sample placed in a ﬂow
helium cryostat (Oxford Instruments CF935). The magnetic
ﬁeld and the hfcc’s are given in units of Gauss (1 G = 10−4 T).

{Me3N+CH 2•CHOH}A− → {Me3N+•}A− + MeCHO
(14)

This may explain the importance of low pH, which is
required to observe this reaction in aqueous solutions,
suggesting that it involves proton catalysis.115
Radiolysis of α-Chol Cl yields one principal progenitor
radical (known as “persistent radical”) that is observed in EPR
spectra obtained over a wide temperature range. In SI Figure 1S
we replot the spectral data for four H/D substituted
isotopomers of choline. This persistent radical was attributed
to the β-hydroxyethyl radical29 with anomalously small
hyperﬁne coupling constants (hfcc’s) for 1Hβ protons:40 instead
of the typical values of 27−32 G reported (SI Table 4S) and/or
estimated (SI Table 5S) in this radical, one would need hfcc’s
of just 14 G, which is possible only if the Hα−C−C−O dihedral
angle is close to 90° (SI Figure 2S), whereas the preferred
orientation is nearly in-plane (0−30°). In SI Figure 3S, we
show simulated EPR spectra for this radical assuming a
Boltzmann factor weighting in an ensemble of rotationally
arrested conformers in the matrix, and in Figure 1 we compare
the EPR spectra for “free” rotation, a ﬁxed (lowest-energy) 30°
conformer and the postulated 90−100° conformer (traces ii
and i, respectively) with the experimental EPR spectrum of the
10481
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If not stated otherwise, the ﬁrst-derivative EPR spectra were
obtained using 0.02 mW of microwave power and 2 G
modulation at 100 kHz at 50 K. The radiation-induced EPR
signal from the E′γ center and H• atoms in the Suprasil sample
tubes is shadowed white in some of the EPR spectra.
The calculations of hyperﬁne coupling (hfc) tensors A and
radical structures were carried out using a density functional
theory (DFT) method with the B3LYP functional98,99 and 631+G(d,p) basis set from Gaussian 03;100 aiso denotes the
isotropic hfcc corresponding to the hfc tensor and B denotes
the anisotropic part of this tensor. Powder EPR spectra were
simulated using ﬁrst-order perturbation theory assuming
isotropic g-tensors and anisotropic hfcc tensors for 1H and
14
N nuclei. In SI Table 4S, we list the reported isotropic hfcc’s
for the reference radicals, and in SI Table 5S give the hfcc’s
obtained in our density functional theory (DFT) calculations
for gas-phase radicals; the overall agreement is very good. The
energetics of these species and their selected reactions are
summarized in SI Tables 3S, 7S, and 8S.
Pulse radiolysis transient absorption (TA) studies were
performed at the BNL Laser-Electron Accelerator Facility
(LEAF) as previously described.5,101,102 UV−vis-NIR (ultraviolet−visible−near-infrared) TA measurements were performed on argon-purged samples of Chol NTf2 in septumsealed, Suprasil self-masking semimicro 1 cm spectrophotometer cuvettes. TA signals were recorded using 8 nm optical
bandpass ﬁlters, an FND-100Q silicon photodiode, a CLC-100
ampliﬁer, a Teledyne LeCroy HRO 66Zi 12-bit oscilloscope,
and locally written LabVIEW (National Instruments, Inc.) and
Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Inc.) code for acquisition and analysis,
respectively. Dosimetry was calculated on the basis of the
absorbance of the thiocyanate dimer radical anion ((SCN)2•‑,
ε480 nm = 7950 M−1 cm−1) produced in N2O-saturated aqueous
10 mM KSCN solution (G = 6.13 × 107 mol J−1).
Time-resolved infrared (TRIR) transient absorption pulse
radiolysis was carried out on a new beamline at LEAF dedicated
for this experiment. The general proof-of-concept of the
detection system, which uses quantum cascade lasers as tunable
sources for the IR analyzing light, was described previously.103
The new instrumentation will be the subject of a subsequent
publication; however, a brief but detailed description is given in
the Supporting Information of a recent communication.104 The
Chol NTf2 sample was contained in a home-built, airtight IR
solution ﬂow cell equipped with 0.35-mm-thick CaF2 windows
separated by 1.1 mm Teﬂon spacers. A 1.0 mL Hamilton
Gastight syringe was charged in a glovebox with argon-purged
Chol NTf2 warmed to 60 °C and connected to the ﬂow cell.
The TRIR measurements were complicated by the fact that
Chol NTf2 is a solid at room temperature (SI Figure 8S). For
this reason, the entire ﬂow system was thermostated to 50 °C.
Two detectors (KMPV9-0.5-J2, Kolmar Technologies, Inc.)
were used for sample and reference channels in order to
minimize the eﬀect of laser ﬂuctuations. The signals were
acquired and processed with the same HRO 66Zi oscilloscope
and software as the UV−vis−NIR TA system. Static infrared
spectra were recorded using a Thermo Scientiﬁc Nexus 670
FTIR spectrometer. The extinction coeﬃcient of the
acetaldehyde CO stretching band was determined to be
189 M−1 cm−1 at the peak of 1721 cm−1, using a 0.179 M
solution in ethanol in with a 0.275 mm path length cell. Ethanol
was used as a surrogate alcohol solvent in place of Chol NTf2
because the boiling point of acetaldehyde (21 °C) is well below
the 38 °C melting point of Chol NTf2, making it diﬃcult to

accurately prepare a solution of known concentration. We
assume for the sake of argument that the extinction coeﬃcient
in Chol NTf2 is approximately the same as in ethanol.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Betainium Compounds. For betainium cation, there
are two variants of H-loss radical, Me2(•CH2)N+CH2CO2H
and Me3N+•CHCO2H. The latter species is analogous to the
persistent glycyl (H3N+•CHCO2H) radical in irradiated solid
glycine (section 2.2). The corresponding EPR spectra are
simulated in SI Figure 9S. It is seen from SI Tables 4S and 5S
that for C1 and CMe (Scheme 1) centered radical cations the
hfcc’s on the 14N and methyl protons are negligible, and the
EPR spectra originate through coupling on the 1Hα nuclei (we
adopt the common EPR notation in which α relates to the
locus of the unpaired electron density). Thus, the
Me3N+•CHCO2H radical cation appears as a doublet, whereas
•
CH 2 CO 2 H, • CH 2 CO 2 − , Me 2 ( • CH 2 )N + CH 2 CO 2 H, and
Me3N+•CH2 radicals appear as triplets (see simulations in SI
Figure 9S). In SI Figure 10S, photoactivated anatase nanoparticles (355 nm laser excitation) were used to oxidize betaine
and betainium (chloride) in frozen aqueous solutions. For
other amino acids, this photoreaction has always been the
photo-Kolbe reaction (which is analogous to reactions 9a and
9b)105,106 and we expect that the resulting triplet in the EPR
spectrum is from the Me3N+•CH2 radical cation, which is also
consistent with the simulations shown in SI Figure 9S.
SI Figure 11S demonstrates ﬁrst-derivative EPR spectra
obtained in low-temperature radiolysis of crystalline betaine
and betainium chloride. It is seen that several species contribute
to these composite EPR spectra that can be considered as
overlapping signals from the doublet of Me3N+•CHCO2(H)
radical cation and triplet(s) of •CH2R radicals. As the
temperature increases over 120 K (SI Figure 12S), the triplet
progenitors disappear from the EPR spectra, but the betainyl
doublet (indicated with the open circles in SI Figures 12S and
13S) persists to 300 K. This is consistent with thermally
activated H abstraction by the terminal radicals (analogous to
reaction 13), which is also known to occur for glycine. In
addition to this doublet, there is a set of narrow resonance lines
that belongs to the Me3N+• radical cation and (on a much
wider ﬁeld scan) the multiplet of the Cl2−• radical anion (not
shown). The Me3N+• and betainyl radical cations are also
observed in the irradiated betaine that is annealed at 300 K (SI
Figure 13S). Since the Me3N+•CHCO2(H) radical cannot
undergo a fragmentation reaction similar to reaction 1, there
should be a reaction pathway for generation of the Me3N+•
radical cation other than reaction 1. The observed low yield of
this species may be caused by its reactivity toward the parent
cation in reaction 15 that is analogous to reaction 2 for choline
Me3N+• + Me3N+CH 2CO2 H
→ Me3NH+ + Me3N+C•HCO2 H

(15)

This yield becomes still lower when the crystals are irradiated
at 300 K, suggesting that most of the generated Me3N+• radical
cations are consumed in reaction 15 under such conditions.
The same thermal cycle (that is, electron irradiation at 77 K
followed by 300 K anneal) yields these radical cations for
crystalline Chol Cl and Hcar Cl (SI Figure 14S) and for these
two compounds the Me3N+• species readily survive in roomtemperature radiolysis (Figure 3), where they make the
predominant contribution to the observed EPR spectra.
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4 and 15S that the latter EPR spectrum is most consistent with
the Me3N+•CH2 radical cation (SI Figure 10S). The occurrence
of oxidative decarboxylation in the parent cation is also
suggested by generation of CO2 in the sample, as gas bubbles
form when the irradiated sample thaws. Warming of the
irradiated sample to 175 K does not change the appearance of
this triplet spectrum; however, as the signal decays, one begins
to observe masked resonance lines from the Me3N+• radical
cation that become fully resolved at 150 K (SI Figures 15S and
16S), but these can be observed even at a lower temperature,
when the lines become considerably broadened due to
hindered rotation in the methyl groups. This suggests that
the Me3N+• radical cation is generated promptly (as opposed to
a thermally activated secondary reaction like reaction 1), and
postulated excited state reaction 5 can be the source of this
species in low-temperature radiolysis. As can be seen from SI
Figures 15S and 16S, the yield of this species is very low relative
to the progenitor of the triplet, so the •CH2CO2H radical that
is a byproduct of reaction 5 cannot account for the triplet. We
remind, however, that this radical can also be generated in
reaction 10.
The complexity of the EPR spectra obtained in lowtemperature irradiated betaine and Hbet Cl suggests that at
least two kinds of •CH2R radicals contribute to the overall EPR
spectrum in these solids. In the case of irradiated Hbet NTf2, it
is, however, less obvious that DEA reaction 10 can take place
since energetic electrons involved in this DEA reaction can also
be consumed in an alternate DEA reaction 17 that competes
with it. The consistency of the spectrum envelope during the
programmed warming of the irradiated sample suggests the
presence of a single radical progenitor that can only be the
Me3N+•CH2 radical cation.
We, therefore, conclude that the “holes” (electron
deﬁciencies) in Hbet NTf2 overwhelmingly react with the
carboxyl groups of the parent cation. There seems to be little or
no generation of the Me3N+•CHCO2H radical cation or •NTf2
radical55,58,107 (which is generated via reaction 7). In the gas
phase (SI Table 7S), Me3N+•CH2 + CO2 has 0.28 eV lower
energy than the Me3N+•CHCO2H radical cation, i.e., reaction
9b is more exergonic than reaction 6. It should be even more
exergonic in the ionic matrix, because the smaller Me3N+•CH2
cation interacts with anions in the matrix more strongly than
the larger Me3N+•CHCO2H cation. As the sample temperature
increases to 200 K, the triplet signal decays, and the EPR
spectrum shown in SI Figure 17S consists of the overlapping
resonance lines of the Me3N+• radical cation and the familiar
doublet of the Me3N+•CHCO2H radical cation (generated via
reaction 13 involving the Me3N+•CH2 radical). There is also a
characteristic resonance line that we previously attributed to
•
SO2NHTf (which is a protonated form of the radical anion
fragment generated in reaction 17).108 The identity of the
cation derived radicals transpires from a comparison (Figure 5)
to the same species observed in irradiated Hbet Cl.
Our conclusion is that the radiation chemistry of betainium
cations in Hbet NTf2 is quite simple: these cations are oxidized
to Me3N+•CH2 radical cations that subsequently abstract H
from the progenitor cations and yield persistent
Me3N+•CHCO2H radical cations. A reaction of the excited
state cations yields Me3N+• and (presumably) •CH2CO2H
radicals; the yield of these two species is quite low. There seems
to be no or very little deamination (e.g., due to the competitive
deﬂuorination of the anion).

Figure 3. First-derivative EPR spectra of Chol Cl and Hcar Cl
irradiated and obtained at 300 K. Open circles indicate well-resolved
resonance lines of the Me3N+• radical cation generated in radiolysis of
Chol Cl. Line broadening is stronger for Hcar Cl due to more
hindered rotation of the methyl groups in this radical cation.

These observations are diﬃcult to accommodate in Symons’
mechanism, as very rapid and eﬃcient reaction 2 needs to occur
for the chain reaction to propagate.
Turning to the ILs, Figure 4 shows the EPR spectrum of
irradiated frozen Hbet NTf2. In the wings, there are multiple

Figure 4. First-derivative EPR spectra in Hbet NTf2 irradiated at 77 K
(observed at 225 K) and Hbet Cl irradiated at 77 K, annealed at 300
K, and observed at 50 and 200 K, as indicated in the plot. The arrows
indicate the doublet of Me3N+•CHCO2H radical, the set of narrow
resonance lines in the two upper traces (magniﬁed) are from the
Me3N+• radical cation. At 50 K, slow rotation of methyl groups causes
line broadening, and only the betainyl radical is observed. The
resonance line of the •SO2NHTf radical is excluded from the upper
trace.

resonance lines of the •CF3 and •CF2SO2NTf− radicals that are
also observed in all other irradiated bistriﬂimide compounds
and originate through the fragmentation of the bistriﬂimide
anion via reactions55,57,58
{NTf 2−}** → •CF3 + •SO2 NTf −

(16)

NTf 2− + e−• → F− + •CF2SO2 NTf −

(17)

19

Due to the large hfcc’s on F nuclei, the resonance lines of
these radicals do not interfere with the resonance lines from
organic radicals derived from the cation. It is seen from Figures
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the appearance of this EPR spectrum does not change
considerably at 50 and 225 K (suggesting that the rotation
eﬀects are minor; see SI Figure 18S) and this shape is
practically unchanged even after room-temperature annealing
(SI Figure 18S). As the Chol NTf2 matrix softens at the glass
transition temperature of 190 K, we cannot establish the latter
for the IL matrix, as the radical decays, but as SI Figure 19S
demonstrates, there is little evolution of the spectral envelope
between 50 and 200 K, and the behavior is identical to the same
radical species in crystalline Chol Cl. It is seen that the identity
of the persistent radical is the same in both solids, that is
Me 3 N + CH 2 • CHOH. Above 200 K, the singlet of the
•
SO2NHTf radical appears (SI Figure 20S), but the reduced
signal from the persistent radical is still observed, as shown in
the plot. No signals from Me3N+• radical cations were observed
in Chol NTf2, whereas this species gives the predominant
contribution to EPR spectra observed at 300 K either in Chol
Cl that is irradiated at 77 K and annealed at 300 K (SI Figure
14S) or the samples that are irradiated at 300 K (Figure 3).
That the Me3N+• radical cations are observed only in Chol
Cl samples annealed over 250 K (i.e., after considerable thermal
activation) agrees with the notion that these radicals are
generated from Me3N+CH2•CHOH radicals in secondary
reactions (such as reactions 1 or 14), but the very observation
of this presumably very reactive species in room-temperature
samples poses a question whether reaction 2 can indeed sustain
a rapid chain reaction. In irradiated Chol NTf2, even during
slow warming of the sample the Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical
cations appear to decay via recombination and/or disproportionation before they undergo reaction 1 or 14, i.e., the stability of
these radicals in the IL parallels their reported stability in
aqueous and alcohol solutions (section 2.3). If the mechanism
for radiation hypersensitivity is indeed reactions 1−3, this
excludes ILs, because reaction 1 is too slow to compete with
other reactions of this chain-initiating radical.
Our EPR experiments provided no evidence for trapped
Me3N+•...•CH2CH2OH pairs (presumably from reaction 5) that
was reported by Tomkiewicz et al.38
4.2.2. Pulse RadiolysisTransient Optical Spectroscopy.
Figure 7 shows TA spectra obtained from electron pulse
radiolysis measurements at LEAF. For consistency, the kinetic
data at each wavelength were ﬁtted to a double exponential
decay with rate constants of 2.2 × 107 and 6.1 × 106 s−1 (see
Figure 8) which were determined by averaging ﬁtted rate
constants at several wavelengths. The resulting values ﬁt well
over the whole TA spectrum. After the solvated electron in
Chol NTf2 is consumed (>500 ns), there is a residual
absorbance appearing as a shoulder between 300 and 400 nm
in Figure 7 (trace iii) very similar to that observed in the
radiolysis of tri(n-butyl)methylammonium bistriﬂimide.82
Decay of the solvated electron spectrum is represented by
both exponential terms, as an approximation of the eﬀects of
inhomogeneous kinetics and adventitious scavenging (see
below). The minor shift in peak wavelength between the initial
and intermediate spectra (traces i and ii in Figure 7) is due to
an absorbance contribution to the faster decay process from a
transient species related to the NTf2− anion, as previously
mentioned in refs 82 and 109. Therefore, the intermediate
spectrum with the ﬁnal spectrum subtracted (trace iv in Figure
7) is the best representation of the spectrum of the solvated
electron in Chol NTf2, with a maximum around 630−640 nm.
An increase in solvated electron absorption toward the UV limit

Figure 5. First-derivative EPR spectrum of Hbet NTf2 irradiated at 77
K and observed at 50 K. The ﬁlled circles and squares indicate
bistriﬂimide-derived radicals indicated in the plot. The resonance lines
of the H• radicals are blotted out. Note 20× magniﬁcation for the
wings.

4.2. Choline Compounds. 4.2.1. Matrix Isolation EPR
Spectroscopy. Irradiation of Chol NTf2 is also surprisingly
“clean”: as seen from Figure 6a, it yields the same •CF3 and
•
CF2SONTf− radicals that are observed in other bistriﬂimide
compounds, and in addition to these two anion-derived species
there is an organic radical(s) whose EPR spectrum is very
similar to that observed in irradiated α-Chol Cl (Figure 6b) that
in section 2.3 was identiﬁed as the Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical
cation generated via reactions 6 or 8. In irradiated α-Chol Cl,

Figure 6. (a) First-derivative EPR spectra of frozen ionic liquid Chol
NTf2 irradiated at 77 K and observed at 50 K. Filled circles and
squares indicate bistriﬂimide-derived radicals indicated in the plot. (b)
Central section of the EPR spectrum shown in panel (a) (solid line)
compared to the EPR spectrum obtained in irradiated α-Chol Cl under
the same conditions.
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can result from N−C bond scission through excited state or
radical pathways, reaction 4. The frequency of the CO
stretching vibration of acetaldehyde in Chol NTf2 was
determined to be centered at 1733 cm−1 by static Fouriertransform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Vinyl alcohol is
unstable with respect to tautomerization into acetaldehyde;
however, the conversion is slow in the absence of catalysis by
excess protons.118,119 Nonetheless, due to the instability of vinyl
alcohol it was not practical to determine the frequency of its
CC stretch in Chol NTf2 by static FTIR. Instead, it was
estimated by analogy from its observed frequency of 1639 cm−1
in irradiated CO2/ethylene ice at 10 K.120 Under the same
conditions the CO stretch of acetaldehyde appeared at 1723
cm−1;120 therefore, the region around 1649 cm−1 was examined
for evidence of an absorption band and one was indeed found
between 1644 and 1668 cm−1. The integrated absorption
coeﬃcients of both tautomers in irradiated CO2/ethylene ice at
10 K are roughly equivalent120 and we will assume that the
same holds in Chol NTf2.
The rise time of the IR detection system is on the order of 40
ns, and within that time we observe prompt formation of both
acetaldehyde and vinyl alcohol in approximately equal amounts.
No evolution of either tautomer occurs on the time scale of the
solvated electron decay (<500 ns at 50 °C). On the time scale
of 0.45 ms (traces i and ii in Figure 9) the absorbance of vinyl

Figure 7. TA spectra collected during pulse radiolysis of Chol NTf2 at
45 °C, normalized to a dose of 23 Gy/pulse. Traces i−iii are initial,
intermediate, and ﬁnal absorbances, respectively, according to the
double exponential ﬁt described in the text. Traces iv and v are traces ii
and i that were corrected by subtracting the residual absorbance (trace
iii).

Figure 8. Pulse radiolysis TA kinetics at 600 nm of Chol NTf2
saturated with argon (i) and N2O (ii), which serves as an electron
scavenger. Dose 19.4 Gy/pulse in the supercooled liquid at 22 °C.
Figure 9. Pulse radiolysis infrared transient absorption kinetics of Chol
NTf2 saturated with argon at 50 °C. Dose 430 Gy/pulse. Traces i and
ii correspond to CC and CO vibrational bands in vinyl alcohol
(1649 cm−1) and acetaldehyde (1733 cm−1), respectively.

of the spectrum has been observed in other ionic
liquids,82,110−112 water,113 and liquid ammonia.114
The absorption spectrum of the solvated electron in Chol
NTf2 has a peak around 630−640 nm that is typical of solvated
electrons in alcohol solvents, e.g., methanol 636 nm,115 ethanol
700 nm,115 ethylene glycol and propanediols 565−575 nm,116
and other quaternized ammonium ionic liquids with alcohol
functionalities (650 nm).111 The solvated electron in Chol
NTf2 has an average lifetime of 270−300 ns under argon at 22
°C but the lifetime is only 18 ns if the IL is saturated with N2O,
which reacts with the solvated electron (traces i and ii in Figure
8). Whereas the electron decay in saturated N2O was single
exponential, the decay under argon could be approximated by
two exponentials, as mentioned above. This is typical of
relatively clean ILs where the solvated electron decay process is
a combination of geminate recombination and electron capture
by adventitious scavengers.117
Pulse radiolysis transient infrared absorption spectroscopy
was performed on Chol NTf2 to look for the formation of
molecular products during choline radiolysis. Prompt formation
of acetaldehyde (MeCHO) and vinyl alcohol (CH2CHOH)

alcohol increases by about 40% with a rate constant of 5500 s−1,
after an induction period. No further changes are seen out to 1
s. Our results suggest that most of the radiolytically induced
C1−N fragmentation in Chol NTf2 occurs promptly (most
likely, in reaction 4 of the electronically excited cation or via
DEA reaction 12, except involving presolvated electron states).
The very slow formation of the enol from “persistent radical”
cation Me3N+CH2•CHOH that escapes spur recombination
(reaction 1) suggests that Symons’ mechanism based on the
notion of rapid and eﬃcient chain propagation is certainly
incorrect. This ineﬃciency was also apparent from our EPR
results discussed in section 4.2.1.
It is possible to make rough estimates for radiolytic yields of
the fragmentation products in Figure 9, assuming initial
absorbances at 1649 and 1733 cm−1 of 6 × 10−4 and a ﬁnal
absorbance of 10−3 at 1733 cm−1. We shall use our measured
extinction coeﬃcient for acetaldehyde (189 M−1 cm−1) and
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carbon-3 (Scheme 1 and SI Table 8S), suggesting that it is the
latter radical cation (a similar preference is observed for choline
and many amino acids). Another computational result is that in
the gas phase this radical has almost the same energy as Me3N+•
+ MeC(O)CH2CO2H (SI Table 8S), suggesting that it can be
the progenitor of the Me3N+• radical cations upon thermal
activation (as was observed experimentally in the Hcar Cl
crystal)

estimate that of vinyl alcohol by the ratio of integrated
absorption coeﬃcients given in Table 3 of ref 120 (2.8 × 10−17
and 3.0 × 10 −17 cm/molecule for vinyl alcohol and
acetaldehyde, respectively). The resulting yields are 0.67
molecules/100 eV for acetaldehyde and 0.72 and 1.2
molecules/100 eV for the prompt and ﬁnal yields of vinyl
alcohol, respectively.
4.3. Carnitinium Compounds. Hcar Cl (like Chol Cl and
Hbet Cl) has been reported to exhibit higher-than-usual
decomposition rates in radiolysis (SI Table 1S), but unlike
Chol Cl, it has not been studied spectroscopically. SI Figure
21S(a) demonstrates the EPR spectrum of irradiated Hcar Cl.
This EPR spectrum is composite, as can be demonstrated
through a gradual decrease in the intensity of the two side lines
indicated by the arrows between 50 and 150 K (Figure 10); the

{Me3N+CH 2CH(OH)• CHCO2 H}A−
→ Me3N+•A− + MeC(O)CH 2CO2 H

(18)

which is analogous to reaction 14. Furthermore, in the gas
phase the energy of this carbon-3 centered radical is 40 meV
greater than Me3N+CH2CH(OH)•CH2 + CO2 (whereas for the
Me3N+•CHCO2H radical cation, CO2 elimination is strongly
endergonic, see section 4.1 and SI Table 7S). This may explain
why the decarboxylation reaction 9b is the preferred oxidation
pathway for betainium but not for carnitinium, which instead
undergoes reaction 6.
In all of these systems, gas-phase energetics proved to be
surprisingly good in predicting the observed reaction
preferences.

5. DISCUSSION
From the standpoint of the primary chemistry, the cations
shown in Scheme 1 proved to be quite similar to other organic
cations that we studied. Radiolytic oxidation preferentially
follows the most exergonic route, which is the decarboxylation
for betaine and H loss from carbon-2 for choline and carbon-3
for carnitinium, respectively (Scheme 1). These reactions occur
in both the crystalline chloride and frozen bistriﬂimide IL
compounds. In the latter, there is no evidence for reductive
deamination by solvated electrons, although presolvated
electrons may induce deamination (reaction 12) in competition
with the solvation process and with DEA to the NTf2− anion
(reaction 17). For betainium chloride, there is indirect evidence
for deamination in the chloride compound (that also occurs in
other α-amino acids). For choline and carnitinium, we failed to
observe this reaction at all, contrary to the previous claims
(section 2.2). The latter can be due to the preferential electron
trapping by hydroxyl and/or carboxylic acid groups and the
resulting H• atom formation (reaction 11). The released H•
atoms abstract H from the parent cation and the resulting
radicals are the same as the one generated in the oxidation
channel. Our TRIR kinetic measurements indicate rapid (<40
ns) formation of acetaldehyde and vinyl alcohol through excited
state chemistry (reaction 4) or dissociative attachment of
presolvated electrons (reaction 12). We obtained direct
spectroscopic evidence for the formation of metastable solvated
electrons in choline compounds, whose disappearance
apparently does not proceed through reaction 12 because
there is no concurrent increase in the IR signal of vinyl alcohol
or acetaldehyde on the time scale of electron decay. This is
consistent with previous reports on the radiolysis of quaternary
ammonium ionic liquids.
For betaine, there is some prompt C−N bond homolysis in
an excited state, although the yield of this reaction is low; for
choline and carnitine, no such dissociation is observed and the
Me3N+• radical cation is a product of secondary reactions,
which require considerable thermal activation. This transformation was observed only in crystalline compounds.

Figure 10. First-derivative EPR spectra of Hcar Cl irradiated at 77 K
observed at 50−225 K. The side lines indicated by arrows are from the
ClOH−• radical anion. This species decays above 175 K, and the
resulting doublet (indicated by vertical lines and open squares) persists
to 300 K. We attribute this feature to the Me3N+CH2CH(OH)•CHCO2H radical cation.

residual signal is a doublet indicated by the open squares in
Figure 10. Around the same temperature, the resonance lines of
the Cl2−• radical anion also appear (SI Figure 21S(b)). The
disappearing set of lines is from the ClOH−• radical that is also
observed in irradiated Chol Cl.40 The doublet signal persists
even at 300 K (SI Figures 14S and 22S), where the resonance
line overlaps with the multiplet of Me3N+• radical cation.
In irradiated Hcar NTf2 (SI Figure 23S(a)), in addition to
the familiar •CF2X radicals there is also a doublet analogous to
the one observed in Hcar Cl. The EPR spectrum of this species
does not change between 50 and 150 K (SI Figure 24S). At
higher temperature, the resonance line of the •SO2NHTf
radical overlaps with this doublet signal, but the latter can still
be observed until the matrix softens at 225 K (SI Figure
23S(b)).
That the persistent radical appears as a doublet excludes all of
the •CH2R radicals that are generated via decarboxylation or
deamination, as these radicals would have two coupled 1Hα
nuclei with aiso ∼ −23 G (SI Tables 4S and 5S). For the same
reason we can exclude from consideration the Me3N+CH2•C(OH)CH2CO2H radical cation, as in this species at least two of
the 1Hβ nuclei would always have nonzero hfcc’s. This leaves a
choice between the Me3N+•CHCH(OH)CH2CO2H and
Me3N+CH2CH(OH)•CHCO2H radical cations that assumed
a conformation in which aiso(1Hβ) ∼ 0. Our DFT calculations
suggest that the C−H bond energy is considerably lower for
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Our identiﬁcation of the persistent radical in irradiated αChol Cl as the lowest energy conformer of the
Me3N +CH 2•CHOH radical (rather than β-hydroxyethyl
radical) suggests that even in this crystal, the dissociation of
this radical is quite ineﬃcient. Figure 9 indicates just how slow
the C−N bond scission is in this radical cation in roomtemperature radiolysis of Chol NTf2. Furthermore, the Me3N+•
radical cation seems to be surprisingly stable in all three of the
chloride crystals that we studied.
Can Symons’ mechanism account for these new results? Our
experimental evidence points to the stability of the
Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical cation in the α-Chol Cl matrix
when the latter assumes the same lowest-energy conformation
that it assumes in the solution. This is indicated by the
similarity of the hfcc’s for the trapped (persistent) radical in the
crystal and free radicals in solution. This conformation is also
almost the same as the one for the parent cation in the αpolymorph. As suggested by our DFT calculations (section
2.3), the C1−N bond scission in this species can occur only
when this bond and the C2−O bond are nearly in the same
plane, which requires thermal activation of a fraction of an
electronvolt. The important point is that such a reaction would
be slow on the usual time scale for radical reactions, and this is
also directly suggested by TRIR results. The “magic” of α-Chol
Cl appears to be less in catalysis of reaction 1 or 14 than in
isolation of the Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical cations, giving this
species ample time to decompose before it reacts with other
radicals. Likewise, the resulting Me3N+• radical cations are not
particularly reactive. That was the case not only for choline
chloride, but also for betainium and carnitinium chlorides
(section 3). However, once again, in α-Chol Cl, these fragment
radical cations are so isolated that reaction 2 occurs
nevertheless, propagating the chain.
We reach an important conclusion. The peculiarity of α-Chol
Cl is less in that it can sustain a rapid radical chain reaction than
the extreme ineﬃciency of chain termination in this system. For
energetic β and γ particles with energies of 0.1−100 MeV, the
energy deposition along the track occurs in clusters of 1−5
ionization events called spurs; these spurs are spatially isolated,
so interspur radical reactions require mobility of the species
that are formed in the spurs. A suppression of these intra- and
interspur reactions would require very diﬀuse spurs, exceptionally slow diﬀusion of radical (ions), or unusually ineﬃcient
cross recombination reactionsor the conﬂuence of these
three factors.
This brings us to another insight reached in section 4. For
every trapped-hole species (like the Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical
cation), there should be a trapped-electron species. When the
persistent radical was believed to be β-hydroxyethyl radical,
electron trapping in α-Chol Cl was assumed to be reaction 3.
However, we demonstrated that this reaction does not occur.
The excess electrons are either trapped collectively by hydroxyl
groups (assisted by the positive head groups) yielding solvated/
trapped electrons or react with the Hδ+Aδ‑ species (most likely,
{Me3N+CH2CH2OH2+}Cl− pairs) that are formed in reaction
6. In both cases, proton transfer reactions 12 and 19 release
mobile H• atoms.
H δ +Aδ − + e−• → H• + A−

H• + Me3N+CH 2CH 2OH → Me3N+CH 2•CHOH + H 2
(20)

In this regard, it is not surprising that choline-containing
ionic crystals that include electron-scavenging anions are not
hypersensitive, as the electron attachment to these anions
causes the formation of compact spurs, where cross
recombination can outcompete chain propagation. Thus,
incorporation of nitrate, acetate, or acetyl groups dramatically
reduces radiation sensitivity (SI Table 1S). With anions that do
not trap electrons (like sulfate and (pseudo)halide anions),
electron localization presumably occurs at the sites of anion
vacancies (as occurs in alkali halide crystals). In α-Chol Cl, the
chloride ion forms an H bond with one of the hydroxyl groups
in the Chol+ cations,121 and this anion is surrounded by four
trimethylammonium groups (SI Scheme 2S). In an anion
vacancy, two cations would rotate hydroxyl groups toward the
center in order to minimize repulsion between the positively
charged head groups; such anion vacancies would be ideal for
electron trapping in the crystal (which is known to occur in
carbohydrate crystals).80,81 We know that electron solvation
occurs in Chol NTf2 (section 4.2.2) and there are many indirect
indications that the electron trapping also occurs in the crystal
(section 2.1). The H• atom diﬀusion preceding reaction 20 can
contribute to increasing the average distance between the
persistent Me3N+CH2•CHOH radicals in irradiated α-Chol Cl.
However, in itself this is only a contributing factor.
We suggest that the main peculiarity of this system is the
interplay of radical chemistry with the crystal structure. As has
been noticed by Foster and co-workers,36 in α-Chol Cl, the
cations form a chain along crystallographic axis c, as shown in SI
Scheme 2S. The cations in this chain are aligned along the
crystallographic axis, but the direction of the alignment
alternates from one chain to another. If reaction 2 occurs
only in a preferred direction along the chain (as this minimizes
the distance between the secondary Me3N+• radical cation and
the C2−H bond), reactions 1 and 2 would propagate either in
the direction along axis c or in the opposite direction,
depending on the orientation of the chain that contains the
initial radical (Figure 11a). If interchain reaction 2 is suppressed
and the diﬀusion/propagation of the “persistent radical” (that is
Me3N+CH2•CHOH) from one chain to another is inhibited,
the radical chain propagation becomes conﬁned to these cation
chains (Figure 11a). Statistically, either direction of the radical
chain propagation is possible, so for every ionization event,
one-half of these events would yield a pair of the
Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical cations that propagate in opposite
directions (conﬁned to their respective cation chains), as shown
in Figure 11a,b. Cross recombination of such radical species
would be a low probability event involving the radicals
propagating from other spurs. This allows the radical chain to
propagate for a long period of time before termination. In other
words, the combination of preferential radical chain propagation and suppressed interchain diﬀusion would sustain the
radical chain even when the reactions responsible for this
propagation are slow.
In a molecular medium, Coulomb interaction of ionized
molecules causes eﬃcient cross recombination of radical ions.
This is not the case in radiolysis of the α-Chol Cl. The radical
cations (having the same net charge as the original choline
cations) propagate in the opposite directions along axis c. Left
to recombine near the original locus of the spur are neutral
species (such as Me3N), protonated choline cation (reaction 6),

(19)

These H• atoms would migrate out and abstract H from the
parent cation yielding the same Me3N+CH2•CHOH radicals
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Figure 12. Sketch of stereoselective radical chain propagation along
axis c in the α-polymorph of Chol Cl. Loci for H atom abstraction by
the Me3N+• radical cation fragment of choline are indicated in the
sketch.

thorough computational study, detailing energetics of such
stereo preference.

Figure 11. Suggested mechanism for radiation hypersensitivity in αChol Cl. A layer composed of the cation chains oriented along axis c is
viewed along axis a of the crystal. There are two such layers per unit
cell. In the initial stage (a), two Me3N+CH2•CHOH radical cations
generated in the same spur belong to two cation chains that are aligned
in the opposite directions along crystallographic axis c of this crystal. In
the secondary stage (b), the radicals propagate via reactions 2 and 14
along the cation chain in the directions indicated with the bold arrows.
As chain-to-chain migration of radicals is largely suppressed, these
radicals quickly separate through this propagation so much that their
cross recombination and disproportionation become insigniﬁcant.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, matrix isolation EPR spectroscopy and pulse
radiolysis−optical spectroscopy methods have been used to
address two pivotal issues in the radiation chemistry of liquid
and solid compounds consisting of functionalized organic
cations. Both of these issues have direct bearing on the
potential of task-speciﬁc ionic liquids (TSILs) and related
eutectic mixtures as unique solvents in wet processing of spent
nuclear fuel, which exposes these diluents to high-dose ionizing
radiation. The ﬁrst issue is the nature of radiation hypersensitivity in crystals consisting of such functionalized organic
ions; this has been an open problem for 60+ years. The second
issue is the radiation stability of TSILs that are based on cations
whose crystalline analogues exhibit this radiation hypersensitivity.
Our general conclusion is that radiation hypersensitivity is
the extreme case of a stereoselection eﬀect in radical chain
reactions occurring in highly ordered crystals; as such, this
detrimental phenomenon cannot and does not occur in ionic
liquids and disordered solids. We show that the previously
suggested model of a radical chain propagation reaction (by
Martyn Symons)36,40 as the main cause for the radiation
hypersensitivity is essentially correct, yet this reaction is neither
unusually rapid nor eﬃcient, as was implied in the models.
Rather, the radiation hypersensitivity is caused by unusual
ineﬃciency of termination reactions competing with the radical
chain propagation. We suggest that this property requires the
conﬂuence of several factors that are scrutinized in section 4.
The most important of these factors are (i) tight stereo control
of the radical reaction that causes it to propagate through cation
chains without interchain hopping, (ii) initiation of two such
radical chain reactions by the electron and the hole, and (iii) a
speciﬁc mode of electron localization that favors intermittent
electron trapping over dissociative C−N bond dissociation in
the cation head groups, and (iv) low yield of radical
fragmentation in the excited states. When there is no

and uncompensated Cl− anion (after reaction 12); these species
eventually combine to yield Me 3NH + Cl − pairs. The
recombination of these residual species has no bearing on the
radical chain propagation. When the α-polymorph crystal
undergoes high-temperature transition to the β-polymorph,39,41
this ordered cation-chain structure favoring coaxial propagation
of the radical chain reaction becomes disrupted,48−50 and the
radical chain propagation loses its directionality and the radical
chains quickly terminate.
The above consideration suggests that directional radical
chain propagation in a crystal would explain the observed
peculiarities of radiation hypersensitivity, but it does not specify
the origin of such extreme stereoselectivity. An examination of
the crystal structure for α-Chol Cl indicates that the distances
between N atoms of one choline and methylene hydrogens of
another are much shorter (5.5 Å vs >8.5 Å) along the cation
chain containing the original choline cation than in any other
direction. Since these cation chains are isolated by anion chains,
the released Me3N+• radical cations (Figure 12) are trapped in
their original site, and the closest approach for abstraction of an
H atom is toward the “tail” of another cation in the chain, as
shown in Figure 12. The H atom abstraction (reaction 2) can
be direct (reaction pathway 1 in Figure 12) or a concerted
reaction that involves abstraction of the hydroxyl proton and
1,2-shift (reaction pathways 2a and 2b in Figure 12). Clearly,
this uncommon solid phase radical reaction would merit a
10488
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conﬂuence of these factors, radical cross recombination always
outruns chain propagation, and radiation sensitivity remains
low. Such a situation occurs even in frozen (disordered) TSILs;
even more so it occurs in the ﬂuid. While the TSILs may exhibit
radiation decomposition that is somewhat in excess of the ILs
due to weaker chemical bonds involving heteroatoms, there is
no reason to expect the runaway radiolytic decomposition that
was discovered by Melvin Calvin and co-workers.
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